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All started 44 years ago

In analogy to the coherent behavior of electron-nucleus scattering
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Why coherent?

Z-exchange of a neutrino with 
nucleus

(a) Neutrino wavelength > 
size of nucleus: Q*R<< 1

(b) Nucleon wave-functions in 
the target nucleus are in 
phase with each other at low 
momentum transfer: nucleus 
recoils as a whole

(c) So the cross section should 
be proportional to A2

 Enhanced cross section for 

heavy nuclei

Coherency hold up to ~ 50 MeV
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The cross section: within & beyond SM 

COHERENT Collaboration 
Science 357 (2017) 1123

Barranco et. al., JHEP (2005)
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Why difficult?

(1) the only experimental signature: nuclear recoils

(2) tiny nuclear recoil energies

See the talk 

by Dr. Manfred Lindner

and

Dr. Raimund STRAUSS
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First detection in 2017 

See the talk by Dr. Grayson RICH
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What is“COHERENT”?

See the talk by Dr. Grayson RICH
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First observation of CEvNS

COHERENT
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Comparison with the SM prediction

COHERENT
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Signal: 28% Background: 25%
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Test of the full coherency

(1) Full coherence  Fq = Fn =1.

(2) COHERENT data show 2.3-sigma evidence of the nuclear 
structure suppression of the full coherence.

Cadeddu, Giunti, YFL*, Zhang

Phys.Rev.Lett. 120 (2018) 072501
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Neutron radius and skin

 Neutron skin

Question:

(1) How large is the neutron 
skin?

(2) Possible for higher order 
moment expansions?
(see 1207.0693)

Cadeddu, Giunti, YFL*, Zhang

Phys.Rev.Lett. 120 (2018) 072501
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(a) The neutron radius and neutron skin are strongly correlated 
to the nuclear Equation of State (EOS), the slope of bulk 
symmetry energy, and other nuclear quantities.

(b) A larger neutron skin would suggest a stiffer EOS and imply 
a larger neutron star radius, which is related to the gravitational 
binding energy of core collapse supernovae.

(c) With the first observation of binary neutron star inspiral at 
Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo, one can infer the tidal 
deformability parameter, which is also related to the neutron 
star EOS and to the neutron skin.

(d) Information on the nuclear neutron density radius is also 
important for a precise determination of the background due to 
coherent elastic neutrino-nucleus scattering in dark matter 
detectors (e.g., 133Cs and 127I have similar atomic and mass 
numbers to that of Xenon). 

Why study the neutron radius?
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Neutrino charge radius

Neutrino electromagnetic properties and interactions:

charge, anapole, magnetic, and electric neutrino form factors

(1) Electric charge quantization requires neutrinos to be electrically 
neutral particles

(2) The electrically neutral neutrinos could still have non-trival
charge structures: charge radius  (see for example 1703.00401)

(3) For ultra-relativistic neutrinos, the anapole part only changes a 
sign because of gamma(5), according to the neutrino chirality. 
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Neutrino radii for 3-neutrino mixing 

Generalize to a 3 x 3 matrix to describe the neutrino radii 

For CEνNS:

with 

Because we do not measure the neutrino final state:

(1) For             , the neutrino charge radii contribution will interfere 
with the weak interaction process and so they contribute coherently.

(2) For              , these channels do not interfere and contribute 
incoherently.
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Signal: 28% Background: 25%

From AC data

In the new data 
release: 1804.09459 
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Neutrino radii Limits 

Conclusion:

Up to the size 
of ~10-16 cm, 
neutrinos are 
still point-like 
particles.

Cadeddu, et. al., 

To appear soon
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Summary

CEνNS:

(a) large cross section, but tiny recoils, α N2

(b) accessible w/ low-energy threshold detectors , plus intensive 
neutrino sources.

After 43 years, first measurement by COHERENT CsI[Na] 
at the SNS. 
Near future: measurements with different targets in SNS, and with 
high precision.

CEνNS will become an interesting tool for:
neutron form factors and neutrino radii, 
tests of SM and new physics

 very interesting potential of CEνNS
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Thanks!
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Description of form factors
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Implication: weak mixing angle

1711.09773

~20% uncertainty
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Implication: beyond SM (NSI as an example)

Neutrino (new) Non-Standard Interactions(NSIs)  new physics at high 
scales, which are integrated out

Complementary method with others, Competitive method to test the TeV scale

0.01 in epsilon  TeV scale

COHERENT Collaboration 
Science 357 (2017) 1123

Barranco, et. al (2005)
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Implication: astrophysics

DM connection

1) DM experiments assume coherent 
DM scattering: test of CEνNS

2) Neutrino floor of direct DM 
experiments *IS* the CEνNS signal

Supernovae

Strigari, 2013

1) CEνNS in Fe+Ni shells influence 
momentum transport: opaqueness

2)  CEνNS for detecting supernova 
neutrinos.

Janka, 2017
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Implication: reactor monitoring

Plutonium breeder blanket in a reactor has neutrino spectral signature 

additional sensor close to core: monitoring of burn-up and cool-down

Huber 2015


